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John Topel, S.J.,resigned from his
positionas vicepresident for Academic
Affairs last week.He willstayon board
through June whilea nationwide search
isconducted to findareplacement.
Following a six month sabbatical,
Topel will return to Seattle University
as a member of the Theology
Department. He feels teaching is his
"realgift."
Topel,whoheld thepositionof vice
president for nearly four years, said that
it is difficult to fill the role of an
academic leader andanadministrator at
the same time.
"Everyone admits it is one of the
most difficult jobs at the university,"
said Topel. "This is true of any
university except the gaudily endowed
ones with lotsof money toputallkinds
ofsupportpeopleinto place."
Topel said that William Sullivan,
S.J.,presidentof Seattle University,has
been "verysupportive."
"Father Sullivan is very goodat this
sort of thing, very good at helping
peoplesort their options," he said.
Topel realized it was time to move
on when he looked in his "idea bank"
and saw that he has accomplished
almost everythingonhis agenda. Now
he feels it's time to get someone with
freshideas into theposition.
Fr. John Topel will return to teach at SU after a six-month sabbatical.
can communicate the Jesuit vision but On sabbatical he will work on a
(being a Jesuit) is not essential. What book he's writing aboutLuke's version
we will hope to do is get a lay person of the Sermon on the Mount. He will
whohas experiencein Jesuit education also spend timerelaxing,reflecting and
the Jesuit mission and will carry it on preparing for the transition into
that way." teaching, something he has not donein
Thisis what Topelnow hopes to do eight years.
asa teacher. "The sense of academic community
"I hope to have more time to amongstudents,among faculty, and the
articulate the Jesuit vision of higher staff has grown during these difficult
education in the next few months, but years," he said. "I've reallybeen pleased
the managerial stuffkindofeatsupyour to be a part of that andIhope that
time," said Topel. "So either as a whoever comes in will see that as a
member of the Theology Departmentor priority and something to be continued
in some other wayIhope to continue at the University. That's why I'm
that process of trying to help all of us looking forward to coming back and
become more energized by that Jesuit being a part of that community as a
vision." faculty member."
"Thesedecisions arenever absolutely
clear cut,buthavingmade the decisionI
felt atpeace with it,"he said. "Iprayed
over it,Iconsulted withmy friends,I've
had feedback fromsomeof the deans on
how I'm doing...and I'mprettysure I'm
doing the right thing."
Topel hopes to apply what he has
beenapart ofas academic vicepresident
to his teaching.
"I'mproudestof the core curriculum.
Ithink this is easilyone of the top core
curriculums in the United States and
probably the world," he said. "Maybe
whatIcanbest do for thecore now is to
be a faculty member who teaches in it
and who puts energy and vision from
that side of it,the implementation side
ofit.There'sacertain sortof way which
Iseemyself being continuous with that
main effort."
A search committee chairedby John
Eshelman, Executive Vice President, is
now looking for candidates to fill
Topel's shoes. The final decision and
appointment will be made by Sullivan,
whosaid heisconfident that anew vice
presidentcanbe found by the beginning
ofnextfall quarter.
The four academic vice presidents
before Topel were laymenand finding a
Jesuit to succeed him is a long-shot,
according toTopel.
"Jesuits who are trained to do
administration and want to are in short
supply," he said. "We need people who
Yearbooks are back at SU
Thereis one thingGreenwood sayshe
is still unsure of - should the yearbook
continue to be called the Aegis ? He
spoke of a possible name change but
wondered if a strong tradition exists in
the name.
"Idon't know if [changing thename]
would be treadingon sacred turf," says
Greenwood. He adds that, if a new
name were to be chosen,it wouldlikely
be the result of a contest open to the
entire SUcommunity.
Ifany student is interestedinworking
on the yearbook, Greenwood says he
could use more staff members. "If
students have any idea of what they'd
like to see ona page when they opena
yearbook, that's good enough for me,"
he says.
"Yearbooks are a way to remember
your college experience," Greenwood
adds. "It can contain an awful lot of





Imagine yourself in 10 years. Your
Seattle University diploma is hanging,
framed, on the wall. Your cap and
tassel are somewhere in a hope chest,
gathering dustin the attic.
This is all very nice, but wouldn't
you like something a little more to
commemorate those nostalgic years
spent at SU? Through the efforts of
Scott Greenwood in the Office of
Student Leadership and a crew of
interested, hardworking students, a
yearbook willbe offered this yearat SU
for the first timein11years.
Theoriginal SU yearbook, the Aegis,
made its final appearance in 1978 after
approximately 34 years of publication.
Greenwood, advisor for the project,
providedpossible reasons for the Aegis
extinction. "Yearbooks in the late
1970s and early '80s got tooexpensive
to produce." He speculated, "Maybe
people weren't as attached to their
schools" in the years the Aegis wasn't
produced
Why the sudden comeback?
Greenwood explains thatinhis frequent
interactions with students, especially
the Senior Class Committee and the
ASSU Representative Council, he
encountered "rumblings from students
saying, 'Hey! Iwish we had a
yearbook!"' Greenwood adds, "There
seemed to bea generalconsensus that a
yearbook would be something people
would want."
Another incentive Greenwoodnotedis
that "with SU's centennial celebration
coming up in 1991, it seems a great
way to commemorate that 100th
anniversary."
Students will not have to wait until
then to witness the yearbook's
reappearanceat SU. The first editionis
scheduled tocome out this August,and




A table is to be set up in the
Chieftain within the next week where
students mayplace their orders at acost
of $25 percopy.
The overall layout, Greenwood said,
will be much the same as that of a
typical high school yearbook - with one
exception. The only students to be
individually photographed willbe those
who are eligible to graduate in the '88-
'B9 academic year. "We'll be having
information mailed directly to the
students about that," says Greenwood.
The pictures, he says, will be taken in
early spring.
Students whodon't graduate this year
will also have an opportunity to be in
thebook. Greenwood says that heand
the yearbook staff will be asking for


















Computer specialists have been unable to detect and destroy the viruses
plaguing computers in three SU departments.
cannotidentify them right now. There worse before it gets better, if it gets
are quite a few programs available for better. Ifeel with the existing
the purpose of locating viruses. We technology, we cando littleifanything
have some programs that can locate to eliminate viruses. Wecan only take
viruses,but as the viruses become more reasonable precautions to prevent
sophisticated, detection becomes more spreading. We cannot eliminate or
difficult,"he said. avoid viruses as long as we
communicate with other machines,"he
Other universities and organizations said »At momenU „<,„. nolhinghave reported problems with more we can do My hope is that complex
complex viruses, andCIS isnetworking viruses will not lead to a majorwith these groups to learn about their ... r . c
methodsof detection, breakdown of the structure of society,because we are very dependent on
"I feel this problem will get much computers andcommunication."
By BODETTEPENNING
StaffReporter
Computers in three departments at
Seattle University have developed
symptoms of complex viruses, and
computer specialists have been unable
to detect anddestroy the most stubborn
of them, according to Ihor Jason,
senior academic consultant atComputer
Information Services(CIS).
"It used to be more or less a
nuisance," Jason said. "Now we're
encounteringnew kinds designated to
cause damage and serious disorder while
reproducing within the machines."
The new virus apparently has the
capacity to damageor destroy bothdata
andprograms.
"I-strongly believe that the problem
willbecome much worse in thecoming
months. Before it getsbetter,everyone
hereon campus willbe affected by this
matter," Jason said.
Two of the Macintosh computers at
CIS are infected, and there is some
indication that their IBM compatibles
may also become infected. Jason
declined to identify the other two
departments atSU which have reported
virus symptoms in their IBMpersonal
computers.
"We really don't know how to stop
it. We don't have any answers right
now," Jason said.
Jason has instructed computer
operators how to take precautions to
prevent further spreading of the virus.
Included in his recommendations are
extreme care in the use of a hard disk
and the tradingofsoftware.
Symptoms of the complex virus
appeared after Instructional Media
received a new disk drive in December
from Jasmine Technologies in
California. The disk drive would only
read information from the disk which
was inserted. The disk appeared to be
locked,but didnot have the capacity to
belocked.
Jason contacted Jasmine
Technologies,and was advised to back
up the disk and reformat it. Jasmine
Technologies, which regularly supplies
SU with computer products, replaced
the disk drive.
Jasonbacked upand reformatted the
disk on the twoMacintosh computers
as did CIS,using 30 other disks in the
process. One of the Macintoshes is
usedprimarily for word processing,said
Jason. The otherMacintosh is partof
JesuNet, linking SU with other Jesuit
institutions across the country.
Someof the damage toprograms can
be restored by backup,if the program
has merely been changed to perform
undesirable operations. When the
components of the operating systems
disappear, they sometimes cannotbe
restored.
Evenbackup methods appear to be
only temporary, because the virus
reappears after disks have been backed
up andreformattedseveral times.
"We are not surehow to cope with
this situation. We don't have the
capacity to deal with more complex
viruses. We'reworkingon the problem,
trying to stay aheadof it,but right now
it's ahead of us," Jason said. "We want
to treat it as other familiar problems,
but theoldrules and the old steps don't
work.Itwill take some time toresolve,
andit willcausemany headaches on the
way."
Current procedures include
reformatting infected Macintosh disks
first on IBM computers and then on
Macintosh. CIS isalso using programs
designed todetect andcombat viruses.
"The biggest problem is that we
Rabinovich speaks here on Mideast
By DARCIEJORGENSEN
Itamar Rabinovich
The role of Israel in the Palestinian
situation, especially as regards the
Algiers resolution, was the topic of a
speechbyItamar Rabinovichon Jan. 26
in the EngineeringAuditorium.» Rabinovich, a professor ofjntemporary Middle Eastern HistoryTel Aviv University in Israel,spoke
to a group of 60 as partof a series of
free public lectures with "Israel at the
Crossroads" as hismain theme.
"Inan era in which superpowers are
resolving conflicts," said Rabinovich,
"the conflicts in Arab Israel are very
much alive." One of the maincauses for
this instability is the Palestinian
national movement, he says, "and this
in itself is a dual conflict: a conflict
pressure on Palestine in 1988 which
was stronger than ever before said
Rabinovich. "The ultimate result was
the Algiers resolution. Here, the
legislative body of the PLO (Palestine
Liberation Organization) made many
resolutions, but the essence of the
Algiers resolution was an
announcement of Palestinian
independence."
The most important decision, he
says, was the decision toaccept the two
states. "This is the first time the PLO
has recognizeda legitimate Israeli state
alongside a legitimate Palestinian
state." Rabinovich said that the PLO
had moved its traditional basis of
constituency from Lebanon to the West
Bank andGaza Stripafter theuprisings.
"I look forward to a long period of
changes taking place," said Rabinovich,
"but it won't be a smooth process.
There will be crises, bloodshed,
confrontation, periods of suspended
dialogue - it's all part of the process.
But we have mounted the horse, and
with leadership and imagination, along
with support form the international
community, there will be a solution to
our problems."
over rights and over possession. That
is, who has the right to what part of
Palestine, and who will have control
over it"
Theother major cause of the conflict
lies in the relationship between Israel
and Arab nationalism in general, he
says. "The Arabs indentifyIsrael with
the West, and feel threatened...Many
people ask why Israel is afraid tomake
concessions to the Arabs for the sake of
peace,even though Israel is verystrong.
It isbecause theJews and Israelis arean
insecurepeople."
Rabinovich also cites conflicts
betweennearbycountries and the Israeli
national image as catalysts for the
unrest. "Israel is like a player on a
huge international chessboard," he said,
"manipulated bysuperpowers."
Regarding the Palestinian uprising,
he says that the people acceptedIsraeli
rule prior to the uprising because the
government was notrunning their daily
lives. "They were suffering minimum
discomfort," he said. Thereason for the
uprising, then, was "primarily
Palestinian despair, the feeling that
things weregetting worse."
What all the unrest led up to was a
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By TERRYJ.ONUSTACK
Staff Reporter
State legislators in Olympia are
ducking for shelter over Initiative 102,
"the Children's Initiative,"designed to
raise$360 million a year in taxes to be
spent on the state's youngsters.
Backers of the initiative gathered
217,000 signatures asking the
legislature to createa special fund to
appropriate the added revenues for
education, child care, substance abuse
prevention and other child-related
programs.
"It's really hard to tell what is going
to happen to the initiative," said State
Sen.Patty Murray (D-Seattle). Murray,
inher first legislative session,said she
believesmany of herpeers arereluctant
to votefor anynew taxes.
Senate Republicans, who holda slim
25-24 majority, could be politically
damaged if they vote for a new tax,
considering many of them vowed in
their campaigns not toraise taxes.
Senate Majority Leader Jeanette
Hayner (R-Walla Walla) has even said
that the Senate will not act on the
measure. This wouldplace the measure
on this November's ballot for voter
approval.
The legislature could also pass an
alternativebillandplace italongside the
initiative on the ballot, similar to
Initiatives 99 and998 last year.
Interest in the measure is high. Jon
LeVeque,the "Children'sInitiative" co-
chair, told the Senate Children's and
Family Services Committee last week,
"Our request is simple and straight-
forward. Please pass Initiative 102into
Spec ad pulled
law. It is theright thing to do."
LeVequeand other initiative backers
say that children's programs in the state
aregrossly underfunded. They point to
several highly-publicized child deaths,
foster care program cost overruns,
increasingclass sizes andlimited access
toprenatalandmaternity care.
These issues,combined with growing
concerns about increasing substance
abuseamong youth,overburdened social
workers and the growing number of
"street kids,"prompted a coalition of
children, family and education
organizations to come togetherandback
themeasure.
Opponentsof theinitiative argue that
a raise in the regressive sales tax will
only hurt the people the measure is
trying to help. They add that welfare
caseloads will increase due to the
initiative,and more money will be
appropriated to currentprograms which
have failed to curtail the growth of
illiteracy, teenpregnancy, drug abuse
andother youth problems.
Critics also claim that the initiative
is just a hidden agenda coming from
teachers' unions andsocial workers who
attempt to push outrageous tax
increases on the public for their own
benefit.
Though "we couldn't appropriate the
money for something like
transportation," Sen.Murray said, there
arenoreallimits on how the legislature
couldspendthe funds.
Monies could be appropriated for
family support services, maternal and
child health services, early childhood
education and child care services.
Prevention andrehabilitation programs
Washington State Sen. Patty Murray (D-Seattle)
for youth with substance abuse educationof children."
problemscouldalso be funded. Murray, a strong supporter of the
Atleasthalf the fundsraised would be initiative,said she thinks a tax reform
required to be spent directly in package such as the one proposed by
kindergarten through twelfth grade Gov. BoothGardner, is needed to fairly
education under theinitiative. raise the funds for the initiative.We yebeen talking about tax reform
According toMurray, "The legislature in Washington state since Iwas born,"
basically has a free hand at how to said 38.year-old Murray. She said
appropriatethe added revenues,as long sUUe lawmakers need tostop tajjdngand
as they promote the health,welfare and j^g^ acun(T
Parking permits to
go on sale Monday
Department, also in the University
Services Building, where the actual
permits will begiven out.
With a permit, all designated student
lots arc available.
Students arealsoreminded to get their
advising done by the end of today to
ensure their advisors will have time to
lift any holds on classes.
In an effort to cut down on long
lines,parking permits will go on sale
Monday,Feb. 20. Students canpay for
the $36 permits at the Controller's
Office.
The Controller's Office will give the
student a reciept which they can then
take, along with their social security
number and vehicle registration
information, to the Safetyand Security
ByKELLYVANDOREN
StaffReporter
An advertisement in last week's issue
of The Spectator yieldedmore feedback
than anyonearticle. Theadvertisement,
for Aradia Women's Health Center, will
not run again in this weekly at the
request of William Sullivan S.J.,
president of Seattle University and
publisherof TheSpectator.
The textof the adis not the issue. It
simply read, "A clinic for women, by
women." However, the ample list of
services offered by Aradia includes
abortions and contraceptive services.
Since the guidebook governing The
Spectator states that this publication
willnotacceptany advertisement which
conflicts with Catholic ethics of the
aims and goals of the university, the
Aradia adhasbeeneliminated.
SteveClarke,editor ofThe Spectator,
said that after reviewing the services
offered by Aradia, he felt the fact that
women shouldbe aware of where to go
to obtain information pertinent to their
health outweighed the services that
conflicted with Catholic ethics.
Therefore, Clarke chose to run the
advertisement.
"I did not mean to run an
advertisement for an abortion clinic,
which is what Ifeel it looked like in
retrospect." saidClarke. "ButIfelt that
we needed to supply information about
the other services such as infection and
disease screening andAidsinformation."
There is confusion,Clarke said,as to
how far tocarry theregulationsoutlined
,in theguidebook. "I believe that every
hospital in the area, outside of the
Catholic hospitals, perform abortions.
Does this mean we don't take any
advertisements from them?" heasked.
"The difference,"said JeremyStringer,
vicepresident for Student Life, "is the
term 'comprehensive' hospital. It's
obvious that the Aradiaclinic strongly
supportsabortion services since theyare
listed in the Yellow Pages under
abortion."
Clarke said he wants to makeit clear
that no one in the administration, Fr.
Sullivan included, has ever tried to
influence anything on theeditorial side
of The Spectator. "To my knowledge,
this is the first advertisement that
they've requested pulled. Idon't want
anyone to get the idea that we're
censoredin any way. This was an ad
that Fr. Sullivan could not accept, and
aspublisher, that is his right."




Kids' initiative gathers steam
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Those who live in glass houses...
BySTEVE CLARKE
Editor
There seems to be a good deal of
irony in the unfolding drama
surroundingJohn Tower's confirmation
hearings.
President Bush's choice to run the
Department of Defense made over
$750,000 in the last two and a half
years representing the same military
contractorshe isnow supposed to begin
scrutinizing, but the main questions in
the hearings revolve around Tower's
drinkingand "womanizing."
Sen. Sam Nunn (D-Georgia), who
chairs the Armed Service's Committee
looking into Tower's appointment,
insists thepersonal matters are crucial.
For starters, he points to the fact that
the defense secretaryis sixthin theline
of succession to thepresidency.
Perhaps Nunn's most impressive case
for questioning the personal behavior of
Bush's choice involves the catastrophic
failures inkeepingdefense secretsin the
1980s. From the Marines in Moscow
to the Walker spy ring which sold U.S.
submarine information to the Soviets,
our ability to keepasecret has become
somewhat of a joke.
Nunn and Sen. John Warner (R-
Virginia), the ranking Republican on
the committee, served notice last fall to
both Bush and Dukakis that their
choices for defense jobs would have to
be "of unquestionableintegrity" inorder
beapproved.
This all sounds very fine,but where
does the investigationcenter?
One recent report stated that Tower
listed his total assets at less than a
quarter million dollars. Sure he's just
been through an expensivedivorce,but
after years oiservingin the Senate and
getting top dollar for speaking
engagements (plus the $750,000
consulting profits), that asset figure
seems incredibly low.
The committee doesn't spend much
time on Tower's finances. It seems to
think his drinking and sex life aremore
important. One has to wonder whether
the media-conscious senators aren't just
recognizing that sex andpartying make
far better ratings and thus exposure for
themselves than going over his books
witha fine-toothed comb.
which he called "drug-taking
sessions...because that's precisely what
theyare."
There is,of course,no need for all
that booze,butno one seems interested
in cutting off the flow. Nancy Reagan
could have just said "no" to alcohol at
White House receptions, but whybe a
party-pooper?
Regarding the "womanizing" issue,
Tower's critics say allegations raise
security questions because of the
opportunity for blackmail.
That maybe very true,but isn't there
just as greata possibility his activities
as consultant to defense companies
might lead to blackmail?
No one on the committee seems to
want topush that question. Why?
Tower got his cushy consultant job
after serving- youguessedit - asaU.S.
Senator on the Armed Services
Committee. IfNunn and Warner don't
make itaspresidential candidates, their
futures probably will include very
lucrativepositions likeTower held.
Perhaps the situation isn't so ironic
after all.
This is not to say we should look the
other way in regards to Tower's
drinking. But ifheis going to go under
the microscope, why not all of
Washington, D.C.?
In an article in the Feb. 8 Seattle
Times,Rep.Rod Chandler of Bellevue,
one of Washington State's
congressmen,revealed to the press for
the first time that he is a recovered
alcoholic.
It's not always easy for him in the
nation's capitol, he said, where liquor
flows at virtually everysocial function,
Letters
ASSU&WashPIRG
Just last week there was a letter
written by a student who wants our
campus to say no to WashPIRG. In
response,Icounter him and say, "Yes,
WashPIRG!"
First, last week's letter cried, "No
new taxes??!" Taxes are payments
which arc imposed and one cannot say,
"I don't want to pay." However, the
WashPIRG waivable fee is not
imposed. YouCANsayno.
Second, did all those "eager
petitioners" fully explain the issue at
stake to all those (2100 students) that
signed the proposal? I'd say, "Yes they
did." The intention of the petitioners
was not to trick their signers but to
explain to them what WashPIRG is and
why their supportis needed. They were
willing to answer questions, take
suggestions and just plain discuss the
WashPIRG issues or even chat about
anythingand everything.
About 2100 students signed the
WashPIRG proposal. Last week's
article implied that college students,
whether theissue wasexplained to them
percent increaseproposed for this year.
We know that some of the money will
go to pay increasing salaries, but what
else? What about fixing the broken-
down buildings like Buhr Hall,
Administration and the Madison
Building?
Youcould ask why we pay $60 for a
text book and can't sellit back for more
than $20. How about the parking
situation? Thirty-six dollars for a
parking sticker most of us can't use
because there isnoplace topark?
How about the crime rate? It isn't
that I'm too lazy to park in Zimbabwe
and walk,Iwould justlike to beable to
return after class and findmy car intact.
Lastmonth my stereogotrippedoffand
last year my roommate had his car
stolen, not his car stereo, his whole
#*%!*# car!!!
So how about it, Ken? Maybe you
should take Fr. Sullivan to dinner and
getsome answersinstead of whiningfor
sympathy through bad humor ...This
isanewspaper,not acomic strip.
John Niemer
Editor'snote: Youaskedfor it. Please
see the top of the followingpage.
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or not,do not read what they sign and
were tricked to sign. Idon't know
about you other 2099 WashPIRG
supporters, but Ipersonally take that
accusation as an insult to my
intelligence.
It seems it is the means, the fee,
rather than the group itself, that causes
tension. As of right now the means is
a waivable fee. "Waivable" means that
as students you will have a chance to
say NO. Say you decide to support
WashPIRG at the beginning of the
quarterbuthalf way through you change
yourmind and want your money back.
Fine, WashPIRG will happily refund
your money.
Itappears that 2100 of us do wanta
WashPIRG chapter on campus. To
assure that the supportof the students is
there, WashPIRG is willing to conduct
a referendum every two years. If the
support is not a majority, then there
willbe no chapter.
Iam an At-Large Representative.
Because you elected meIam writing
this letter. Right now WashPIRG
members are askingyour ASSU council
to take a stance on the WashPIRG
issue. Myselfand the other 2099 SU
students freely elected to say yes to
WashPIRG. You,a majority, say yes,




AsIbegan to readKen Benes' letter
to Fr. Sullivan on Jan. 26 (and then
again on Feb. 9),Iwas excited. "All
right!" Isaid. "Now we are finally
going to ask some serious questions!
Where is our money going? Andhow
is it being spent?" Unfortunately, the
questioning turned rather quickly into a
spineless, whimperingcry for sympathy
insteadof answers.
Ken's inquiry as to the direction of
his $55 graduation fee was wellintended
but short sighted. The $55-dollar
question is actually a $55,000 question
(based on the number of students at
graduation last year). Ithink some
serious questions are in order. Iwould
like to know what our $55,000 will go
towards,and that's just thebeginning.
What about tuition? We saw aneight
percent increase last year and an 11






AndIamglad tohear that somebody looked tomy article for
inspiration, even ifFr. Sullivan didn't. Thank you.
As for your "too good tobe true"computer deal,I'mnot
suprised. Heaven forbidsomebody catchabreak aroundhear.
TheSpectator will be looking intothe situation ina fewmonths.
We are more thana comic strip, youknow.
As formarriage,Ionly haveone thing to say: Why thehellnot?
It seems likeavery romantic andpractical solution tobothofour
problems.
NowIdon'tnormally marry women that I'veneverseen before,
andImust tell you that mymomis very muchagainst this whole
idea. But I'mall for it. From your letter, youseem likea warm,
intelligent person. Andbest ofall, ata time of need, you looked to
me for inspiration. Yousoundlike thepersonI'vebeen looking
forallmy life.
Solet's go for it. Let's set adate. Youtellyour friends, I'll tell
mine. It'll be great.
AndIpromiseI'llbe a good husband to you. I'll try to provide
you with all thebest things in life. I'llkeep thebathroom clean.
I'll take out the trash. I'llhelp withthe dishes. I'llpickup after
myself.
And just for you,sweetie, I'mgonna quit allofmy badhabits.
I'mgonna stop drinking that case ofbeer everynight. AndIgonna
stopwritingallof this corny stuff andconcentrate on serious
journalistic reporting.
Just thinkof allthepassionate nights we willsoon have,honey.
Youtakeme todinner,thencome homeand type on thecomputer.




I'vebeenfollowing your articles the lastcouple of weeks. You
know, "FatherSullivan, takeapoor, starving student todinner."
Well,Ihope this makes you feelalittlebetter,KenBenes!
Myname is GinaScanlon. I'ma junior at SeattleUniversity,so
Ihave an entireyear tosave upmy $55graduation fee. I'ma
returning student. Anon-traditionalstudent. Older— okay?
Last weekItried tobuy acomputer on the StudentApple
PurchasePlan.Ifilled outall thecredit forms, youknow,deferred
paymentsuntilgraduation andall that "too good tobe true" stuff.
Itwas.Iwas informedthat asIdidn'tmake over $22,500 per year
(atmy salary that wouldmean working 104.1hoursper week)I
can only qualify fora loan if,A)I'ma dependent ofmyparents-
living at home oron campus, or,B)I'mmarried. Yousee, they
won't take anyold co-signer, itmust be a spouse.
Now, whenIget outofhere nextyear,I'llowe twice as much
instudent loans as you,KenBenes. Idint mind addinga couple
of thousandto that total. But they didn't WANTme,Ken.
Ilooked toyourarticle for inspiration. Ithought aboutasking
Father Sullivan to adoptme, butIwas afraidmoving inwithhim
might be frownedupon. So,KenBenes,how about this? Marry
meand YOUcan co-signmy loan. That willsolve twoproblems.
I'llgetmy computer andI'LL take you todinnerat the restaurant
of yourchoice! How's that foramodestproposal,KenBenes?





It's hard tobelieve,but Valentine's
Dayhappenedonly twodays ago. But
isn't that the nature of holidays: they
come and go by so fast that they seem
almost insignificant.
But what sort of significance is
there in a holiday? What does it mean
when we say, "we holdMartin Luther
King's birthday in observance," or "we
will recognize George Washington's
Birthday?" Does recognition of a
holiday mean acknowledgement that
something happened on this day in
history and weare allowed adayoff for
it? Does itmean nothingmore?
It seems that holidays have
become trivialized. It becomes another
occasion for an extra day off or an
occasion for another three-day weekend.
Have we forgotten the reasons for
holidays?
Students have been heard griping
when theylearned that the university is
observing President's Day on Friday,
instead of Monday. Their three-day
weekend, they claim, would seem
much more likea three-day weekendif
they had Monday off instead. Had the
universitydecided toobserve President's
Day on its designated day, students
might still not be able to recognize
President's Day for what it is-aday of
reflection upon the history of our
presidents and their individual
contributions to society.
Maybe that's whyHalloween lost
its appeal for us long ago. Its
significance was lostuponus. Could it
possibly be that now that we're adults,
it no longerprovidesanoccasion for us
to dress up and go about collecting
candy?
If the problem with holidays laid
simply in the fact that we don't observe
them as we should, then it merely is a
matter of changing our observances.
Unfortunately, theproblem liesdeeper.
Our culture has an appreciation for
holidays-that's why there are so many
of them-but we seem to lack theability
to understand the meaning and the
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than turkeys and cranberry sauce. It
means more than people uniting after
longperiodsof absence. It should also
be an occasion for us to appreciate the
things we take for granted and an
occasion for giving thanks for the good
things in our lives.
Our inability to find significance
is not helpedby the commercialization
of eventssuchasChristmas.
During that season, we are
supposed to find meaning in giving to
others. There is nothing wrong with
that notionbut somehow we equate the
act of giving with the act of spending
money. Manufacturers andadvertisers
not only urge us to buy Christmas
items but also encourage us to do so
before others get a chance to buybefore
us. Whatever happened to theO.Henry
kind of Christmas? The kind where
personalsacrifices wereappreciatedand
wereevenconsideredaform ofgiving.
Through advertising andother uses
of the media, we are made to feel
anticipation for the event. But when it
arrives, we are surprised that we don't
feel as joyfulas we thought we would,
or as romantic as we anticipated,or as
thankful as we should be. When the
holiday comes to an end, there is a
feelingof let-down. When the hoopla
dies down,we feel as though we have
missed something and we finally ask
ourselves, "Is that all thereis? Is that
it?"
Maybe the holidays wouldbecome
more eventful for us if we sought to
make them morepersonally significant.
Insteadof sending someone a card for
Valentine's Day, we could attempt to
write that someone a letter. People
seem todeplore writingletters. Theyare
much more willing and more ready to
pay someone for saying things that they
could more meaningfully say
themselves. Peopledo make anattempt
to call each other during holidays, but
somehow that effort doesn't seem as
sincere as the efforts involved in
writingletters.
If we tried to understandaholiday's
purposesand attempted to seek out the
meaning relevant toour lives, holidays
might become more significant for us.
Otherwise,they will justpass us by.
All letters to the editor must be 500 words or
less, typed double-spaced,signed and mailed
or delivered to the Spectator by noonFriday.
All letters must include a telephonenumber
and address. Letters will be published on a
space available basis and may be edited as
needed.
Letters over 500 words may appear as a guest
editorial. Efforts will be made to contact
writersof these pieces.
Staff Comment features opinions from
Spectator staff members. The Spectator's
editorial board consists of Steve Clarke, Ken
Benes and Mischa Lanyon. Editorials and
commentaries are the responsibilty of the
author and may not express Spectator








J. Paul Blake, Seattle University's
new director of public relations,says a
personal goal of his is to heighten
awareness ofSUin thecommunity.
Better signs for thecampus wouldbe
a goodplace to start, he said Tuesday.
"As a new person driving up to this
area,unless youknow campus was here
you'ddrive right pastit,"he said.Blake
plans on talking with the Physical
Plant, but says that this is just the
beginning.
Blakeemphasizes "that those whoare
aware (ofSU)are very respective."
Blake said he sees the coming
celebration of SU'scentennial asagreat
opportunity toincrease awareness of the
university. "We have to do that in a
way that shows the impact the
institution has on the community and
then it becomes also a community
celebration."
Blake added he also sees the
celebration asanopportunity to educate
math is taught. "I would give a solid
education in the first five or six grades
toget ridof math anxiety,"he says. "I
would do things to show that it's a
practicality, not just 'A + B."
According to the NRC report, it
looks as though the Japanesehave been
using such practicality in order to
outscore Americans in both math and
science. The Japanese usea "top down"
system where all children study the
same materials and take the same
standardized tests.
Gilroy says this system would not
work in theU.S. because our country is
more diverse and therefore needs amore
diverse curriculum. Swenson also
agrees the Japanese system would not
work here. "They're a homogeneous
societyand they'veagreed that acertain
standard is what they want," says
Swenson. Headds that ifchanges are to
be made in this country, individual
teachers and not guidelines are what
needchanging.
If math continues to decline in this
country, the report suggests, there is a
risk involved that could seriouslyaffect
the nation. By the turn of the century,
white males will make up about 15
percentof the labor force of scientists
andengineers.
According to the latest statistics from
the American Mathematical Society,
outof 363 doctoral degrees awarded in
mathematical sciences, 269 went to
white males,69 went to white females,
African-Americans received four and




While the United States has an
illiteracy problem, it may alsobe facing
an "innumeracy" problem. According
to a report issued by the National
Research Council (NRC), many
students,mainly women and people of
color, are leaving school without
enough math skills to meet job
demands, continue their education or
enter into scientific programs and
professional careers. The report
suggests thatamajoroverhaul isneeded
in the waymathis taught.
If Carl Swenson,Ph.D.,chairperson
of Seattle University's mathematics
department,hadachance to reverse the
declination of math in the U.S., he
says, this is what he would do. "First,
Iwould look upon it as a national
priority so that we were all thinking
that this is important," he says. "If the
country doesn't think this is important
then nothing will happen."
The second thing Swenson says he'd
do would be to train teachers better.
"Our teachers are poorly prepared," he
says. "As math grows they need to be
able to grow with it." According to
Swenson, the combination of a change
in thecountry's attitude and thedelivery
system (better-trained teachers) would
work.
John Gilroy, Ph.D., dean of SU's
school of education, would take a




that involves perception, family and
stereotypes.
When a person perceives that they
cannot do math, they avoid it,he says.
Family plays a role when youngboys
are encouragedto take math andyoung
girls aren't. Finally, Swenson says he
feels, more diverse role models are
needed. He said a stereotype of the
mathematician usually is a white male
with a skinny tie and glasses. "There
are women and black mathematicians
out there,but they'renotasprominent,"
hesays.
Although not everyone can be a
Pythagoras, math is an increasingly
important aspect in everyday life.
Technology is beginning to touch every
corner of the job market. "At
McDonald's, the countcrpcrson can
press the button for two Big Macs, the
price automatically lights up and the
person doesn't ever have to add," says
Swenson. "But what happens when the
total comes up wrong... some people
are atan innumeratc level even with the
helpof calculators."
background of the other doctoral
recipients is unknown.)
"Weare atriskofbecomingadivided
nation in which knowledge of
mathematics supports a productive,
technological elite," the report states,
"while a dependent, semi-literate
majority, disproportionately Hispanic
and black, find economic and political
powerbeyondreach."
Gilroy says the risk of a divided
nation isoverstated. "Anyone'saffected
by poor math education," he says.
"Right now, however,city schools are
tryingdesperately to raise test scoresof
minorities in math, English and other
subjects."
Swenson says the reportmay indeed
be painting a negative picture about a
so-called dividednation. "Itmay not be
true,but it's a warningof the direction
we're moving andIthink the warningis
valid,"he says.
Gilroy says he does agree that math
andscience have been male-dominated
fields but heacknowledges the fact that
thathas been changingover the past10
years.
Swenson's business calculus class
this quarter has an even split in
enrollment between men and women
and there's about 15-20 percent people
of color and foreign students. He adds,
however, that thereare fewer women in
the more difficult mathcourses.
The reason why women arein fewer
math courses and programs is notclear
cut. Swenson says it'sa complex issue By JORNARONSONStaff Reporter
Efforts to form a WashPERG chapter
at Seattle University are running up
against tough resistance, at least in so
far asits fundingproposal goes.
While theorganization receives wide
support in principle, leaders in student
government and the administration
appear unconvinced as to the need for
theproposedwaivable fee.
At last Sunday'sAssociated Students
of Seattle University (ASSU) meeting,
an endorsement of the group passed
without dissent but the funding
mechanism issue was shelved.
"We're not going to get a consensus
on that," said Joe Levan, ASSU
president.
Pat McDonald,one of WashPlßG's




SUhires new PR director
can findout what the university offers
them.
Blake, who originally is from New
Jersey, has spent the last 15 years in
Minneapolis. He isagraduateofDrake
University. During his undergraduate
days, he worked in the office of
university relations, but never
consideredacareer in thislineof work.
"All Ithought of is what company is
going to hire me."
After two years in the corporate
world, an offer became available to
Blake at theUniversity ofMinnesota in
university relations. He found the
experience thererewarding,butafter 10
years,he felt thatheneeded to "stretch"
and try some other experiences.
Blake had opened his own public
relations and advertising specialty
counseling practice, called
Pandamonium, prior to his work at the
University ofMinnesota. Blake saidhe
started the businessas aselfeducational
tool, but knew if the right offer ever
cameup he would takeit
the University in the process. "And at
that same time keep the employeesof
the institution informed of of external
information that affects the university;
how people on the outside feel about
the institution."
The celebration is one way to
"enhance institutional goodwill," he
said,calling that a "key to what we do."
In the long run,Blake sees one ofhis
major responsibilities to be one of
marketing. He will spenda lot of time
"trying to develop an appropriate
communication program that will help
attract sufficient resources that the
institution needs," Blake said. "We are
able toattract [resources] as aresult ofa
good communication program."
Publication is another area of
responsibility where Blake offers
changes. He has heard of an
"information overload" on campus, he
said. He saidhe is looking for ways to
improve campus communication and
make it more efficient for university
employees.
Blake said he would like to see SU
J. Paul Blake
eventually increase its national media
visibility. On a local level, he
emphasizes media relations are very
important so people in the Seattle area
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Increases in faculty and staff salaries,an 11.2 percent tuition increase, and I he university will continue efforts to improve the campus' appearance
student financial aid dominate the fiscal year 1990 preliminary budget including landscaping,perimeter signs,and the addition of new buildings. The
approved last week by Seattle University's Board of Trustees. completion of theBannan/Biology/Quadrangle project, scheduled for this fall,
and the city'sapproval of the Master Plan, will provide the opportunity to
The $39 million budget, thehighest in theinstitution's history, isbased on a relocate severaluniversity departments and programs and allow the university
"modest enrollment increase" according to Denis S.Ransmeier, vicepresident to move forward with several campus improvementprojects,
for finance and administration. Ransmeier said preliminary admissions data
indicates theenrollment projection is "reasonable,and may in fact be The proposed budget will alsoprovide for funds to beginplans for the
conservative." university'sCentennial in 1991,full-scale implementation of the Pathways
Program, a modest expansionof the Lemieux Library'sacquisition program, a
Seattle University PresidentWilliam J.Sullivan,S.J.,said salary increases were new certification and counseling program in the School of Education,and the
thedriving force behind the proposedbudget "Salaries must increase if we addition of three faculty positions and a recruiting administrator for the
expect toachieve our goal of attracting and retaining qualitypeople," graduate programs in the AlbersSchool of Business. ■
Fr. Sullivan said.
Salaries for somenon-exempt staff will increase 16 percentnext year.
Fr.Sullivan and Ransmeier said theincreases will bring theuniversity's salary StUfJont Fin*)Fid*)l A jfjjplan closer to thelocal market and helpreduce the high turnover rate that has wl Uvlll IIIIC1IIWICII r^ivi
hampered campusoperations in recent years.
I acuity, exempt staff, and administrative staff salaries will be increased 9HH£8 percent next year.The increases represent the first step in a multi-year
program to achieve compensationequity with comparable institutions and
relevant private sectormarkets.
Tuition will increase 11.2 percent.The increase will bring full-time flHHundergraduate tuition to $8,955,or $900 per year more than 1988-89. Room
and board fees will increase 4.5 percent,to $3,723 from $3,561.Work Study
student wages will also be increased nextyear. Approximately $100,000,
reflectingan increase from $4.55 to $5.05 per hour, willbe added to minimize fl fl II■the effects of diminished Federal aid, to keeppace withlocal market
conditions,and to offset the 11.2 percent increasein tuition.
Fr.Sullivan said the13.4 percent increasein student financial aid,including 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
X^VSnin^S^ «i-" «"=« »=» "»="" ""-&
maintain existing quality and continue improvement where required,are never During the past five years, financial aid for Seattle University students haswelcomed,"Fr. Sullivan said. "ButIam very pleased that therecord shows we grown at theaverage rate of 20.30 percentcompoundedannually, while
have increased student financial aidat a rate nearly three times the increase tuition has increased an average of 7.91 percentcompounded annually,
in tuition during the last five years." I
Where The Dollars Come From Where the Dollars Will Be Spent
Students and Families including Loans and Work Study 69C | Instructional and Academic Support 441
Annual Fund 2<C | Student Aid 11C
Gifts andContributed Services 2<t Fund Raising/University Relations 4<t |
Endowment Income 5C Data Processingand Telecommunications 5C
Other 5<C Administration 11C
SU Financial Aid and Gifts for Financial Aid 11* Building Maintenance andSecurity 15«
Federal andState Grants 64 StudentServices 10C
University
ttl founded i89i wJ
Watch out for the
attack of "The Nerd"
Valentine's Day came early for
some fine "seniors" as they celebrated
with Seattle University students in a
"Simply Sweetheart" dance last Sunday.
It's the third year that SUstudentshave
invited senior citizens from around the
Seattle area to celebrate inbridging the
generationgap.
It was to celebrate life, as the
students and "Seniors" were able to
laugh,dance andsing. Valentine colors
filled CampionBallroom withballoons,
decorated hearts and women in red
dresses.
A student committee was formed
last fall quarter inpreparation for the
dance. Four sophomore women,
Carolyn Smith, Natalie Kuranko,
Marianne Simon andTricia Wheeldon,
were co-chairpersons of the event.
They sent outChristimas cards wishing
the seniors well and updating them on
the Simply Sweetheart dance. This
quarter the committee sent individual
letters inviting senior-citizens to the
rction.Students and seniors were pairedinto dancing couples through matching
name tags. Each person wore a heart
that bore the name of famous
sweethearts, like Romeo and Juliet or
Prince Charles and PrincessDiana. The
students were eager to learn some new
dance stepslike, the fox trot, the classic
twostep,and if they werereally brave,
thepolka.
Many of the senior citizens have
been coming to the dance for the last
three years. Many wereelderly women
andwere truly enjoying thedance. One
elderlylady, Irene Hull said, "I love to
dance." She along with many of the
senior citizens attend Seattle Center
dances and community dances. Irene
had spunk on the dance floor and she
also took part in leading the groupin a
sing-a-long.
There were two forms of
entertainment.Cupid(Christine Sundin)
came bearing gifts of flowers,
chocolates and anSU sweatshirt.Also a
singing barbershop-quartet, "Especially
For YourEntertainment" entertained the
group with barbershop renditions of
"O'Shenandoah" and "Rubber Ducky."
The student committee also put
together a songbook. During the last
half hour there was a sing-a-long with
songs sung from each generationsuchas, "Let me call you Sweetheart," "I'd
like to teach the world to sing" and "It's
asmall world."
The student committee wasoverall
happy with the outcome of the event,
but Kuaranko did add that she was
disappointed in the low student
attendance. Otherwise she said the
senior citizens were enjoying
themselves,which was the committee's
intention. Many of the elderly ladies
didn't have men todance with,young or
old.
Many Seniors also came with
their sweetheart. One couple was
congratulated on their recent marriage.
They, as well as many others, were
going to community dances after the
SU function.
It wasafun andeventful afternoon
that bridged the gap between the
generations. Anticipationbeganarising
for nextyear,asonce again the students
andseniors will join insong anddance.
Campus Ministry sponsored the
eventand it was fundedby AlphaKappa
Psi,SUBusiness fraternity.
advantage of her big chance to move
awayand be Washington D.C.'snewest
weather-girl. A mutual friend, Alex
(Paul Shapiro), is a witty drama critic
who fits into the picture as he joins the
other two in anticipating the arrival of
Rick (David Hunter Kock), who had
saved Willum'slife inVietnam.
After the incident in Vietnam,
Willum had written Rick a thank you,
and extendeda welcomeintohishomeif
Rick should everbe "in the area." Rick
is,of course, the title character,and is,
ofcourse, "in the area."
The tambourine-bearing Rick,
successfully turns everyone's lives up-
side-down in some hilariously funny
situations. Willum, feelinghe owes his
life to Rick, cannot bring himself to
throw the increasingly annoying
character out of his house. The tension
grows towards an eruption as Tansy
prepares to leave Willum for her new
career inD.C.andRick declares Willum
as his best friend and business partner.
The outcome seems depressingly
inevitable, but the answers are
delightfullyunfolded.
The one-room set, designed by
Michael Hamann, invites the audience
into Willum's comfortable living-room
and into the heart of the play's action.
Thechoice andquality of propsby prop
designer,Roberta Ingram,enhances the




Potential trouble; an out-of-town
visitor drops in to say hello. .. and
carries a suitcase containing all his
belongings.
Probable trouble; thenasal-voiced
visitor donning polyester high-water
pants and horn-rimmed glasses held
together with tape, is also someone to
whom youowe alarge favor.
Inevitable trouble; this visitor's
family (withwhich hesupposedlylives)
has recently givenhim money to take a
"vacation." During his absence, the
family moves.. . with no forwarding
address. This scenario setsupPioneer
SquareTheater's zany new success, "The
Nerd."
WrittenbyLarryShueanddirected
by Bill Ontiveros, "The Nerd, which
premiered in Milwaukee in 1981, and
went on to have successful runs in
England and on Broadway, is now
tickling the funny-bone of Seattleites at
Pioneer SquareTheater'sFirststage (107
ridenial S.).The acting is superb and is
reinforced with rich background
experiencefrom everyplayer. Ontiveros
should be congratulated for his job of
rting thisplay to a tee.The play revolves around Willum
(Scott Honeywell), a 38-year-old
architect whose girlfriend Tansy







A Valentine soap opera
Joey prep for the interview at Molly's
T-BoneBonanza where many of the "up
and coming" frequent. Tody Dale
(Mykol Hazen),artistic director of his
ownlocal studioand hiscohort thespian
andmate Tara Tammi Seldon (Heather
Hughes) make plans for their latest
production even as grief and loss
overcome them two days into a two
week nocigarettepact.
Drama continues in Goldfinch
Falls as DeeDee (Carol Fox), a
predominantly social creatureand recent
widow of the late Tony Seldon (who
many suspectmay, in fact,not be "late"
but very recent and alive!) isstill toting
around her young wedish exchange
student,Bjorn Oldstrom (Brett Vadset),
oblivious to themenlurking at the back
table behind dark glasses and cigarettes,
certainly notGoldfinchers.
Director John Sylvain orchestrates
alively juxtapositionpf characters,with
performances that produce an
exaggeratedclarity. David Todd(Jamie
Seldon) gives a fantastic renderingof
late adolescence, capturing the
restlessness and passion of youth with
all his shakes Jmd starts. Another
outstanding performance is given by
Jillian Armenante who crafts her
character withsuch hyperbolic intensity
that the absurdity of Emma Tyde is
almost unbearably funny.
You'll laugh, not because the
story-line itself is funny, rather, fits of
hysteria will spontaneously escape you
because THISIS drama and these soap
stars take their lives in Goldfinch Falls
quiteseriously.
"Killing For Love" will be
showing at Annex Theatre, located on





a televisionstar; aSwedish accent,and
akiller: GoldfinchFalls,Washington.
Annex Theatre's on-going soap-
opera, "The Up and Coming" is
extendingEpisode 11, "Killing for Love"
through thepost-Valentine weekend. It
is, in fact, the day before Valentine's
Day in GoldfinchFalls andeven in this
mild, cul de sac community, real love
is alive.
In the first episode,Sarah Seldon
(Julie Prud'homme), the famous
television news reporter was last seen
starry-eyedand snug in thearmsofJoey
Silver (BillHouts), herrekindled home-
town flame. Silver saved her life by
safely landing their plane atop
Crestview Commons, a new, glitzy
mall after Emma Tyde (Jillian
Armenante), an adamant Pro-Life
supporter,tied upEd (Scott Goodrich),
the good-guy traffic controller, in an
attempt to destroySarah Seldonand her
dreams of a Womens Center in
GoldfinchFalls.
Apparently, Seldon's intentions
were far more involved than just the
Women's Center as she prepares to air,
live, on February 14th her findings
surrounding the openGoldfinch Falls
Slasher Case.Of Joey Silver's devotion
to Sarah is still evident in that certain
boyish glint inhis eyes when her name
is mentioned and he isespecially hard-
pressed for words as he prepares for a
liveinterview withSarah onValentine's
Day.
The plot thickens as Joyce Jones
(Emily Batlan), social worker and
unusually close friend of Sarah helps
Best Picture?!
Mississippi Burning starring Gene Hackman, left and William DaFoe,
right has been nominated for best picture along with The Accidental
Tourist, Rain Man, Beaches, and Working Girl. The Academy Awards
will be televised March 29th.
Arts & Entertainment Editor
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Sound innon-leagueaction.
SU seemedsluggish andsloppy. They
never seemed to get going. The
determining factor in this game was
rebounding, especially offensive
rebounding.TheLoggersout-rebounded
SU 38 to 23. The Chieftains could not
keep the high-jumping UPS front line
outof the middle oroff theboards. SU
shot for a higher percentage,but the
Loggers scored impressively off second
shots from offensive rebounds en route
to a84-72 win.
King led the Chieftains with 15
points and Bovenkamp pulled in six
rebounds.
SU's record now stands at 5-6 in
league play and 6-19 overall. They
played Central Washington in
Ellensburg last night, but results were
notavailable atpress time.
King, who poured in 21 points and
snagged 10reboundsdedicated thegame
to his father, whorecently passedaway.
"I wonthisone for mypa," said King.
"We had made up our minds we
weren't going to make the same
mistakes down the stretch like we did
againstSt.Martins," saidJohnson.
Johnson commended the play of
Hendrix. "There's something about his
presence in the middle; we feel
confidence because weknow heisgoing
to give110percent."
The players that came off thebench
also drew Johnson's praise, especially
Waite, who onlyplayed four anda half
minutes of the game. "The little timehe
got to play, he used well," said
Johnson.
The Chieftains came back the next
night to face the University of Puget
start the secondhalf. They took off on a
12 to sevenpoint run,extending their
lead to10.But then it was like theyhit
abrick wall. TheChieftains only scored
five points in the next six minutes.
Coinciding with the Chieftains cold
spell, LCSC, behind the brilliant play
of Victor Wells,who rifledin 19 points
to take the lead at the 10:30 mark.
Wells had 15 of his 24 points in the
secondhalf.Healsohad 12 rebounds for
thegame.
The momentum swayed and things
were not looking up for the Chieftains.
With 2:40 left, the Chieftains found
themselves down by six. But Bobby
Hendrix brought them within four with
aclutch 15-footer. Wright narrowed the
lead even more by hitting the first free
throw ofaone-and-one,but hecouldnot
connectonthe second shot
Don Shepard quieted the crowd and
put LCSC up by five with two minutes
left. But at the other endAaron Waite
put the Chieftains and the crowd right
back in the game with a three-pointer
from thecorner with1:07 left
LCSC tried to hold the ball and use
some clock, but the Chieftains fouled
and sent Dave Simental to the line in a
last-ditch effort to get the ball back.
Simental made the first shot to put
LCSC up by three.He had achance to
put his team outof probable reach,but
he missed the second shot and John
Kinggrabbed therebound withless than
a minute togo.
Zylstra found Waite behind the three-
point line with 17 seconds to go and
ConnollyCenter erupted as Waite, with
adefender's handinhis face, droppedin
a three-pointer to tie thegame.
Now the pressure was on the SU
defense. An intense pressure defense
forced an LCSC turnover on the
baseline,giving the Chieftains the ball
with nine seconds to go in a tie game.
Following a timeoutby the Chieftains,
Zylstra dribbled to the left side of the
court and faked a pass to Waite in the
corner and drilled a backdoor pass to
John Kingon the baseline. Kinglaid it
off the glass for two points and the
game.
Supplee sees hope for SU soccer
9
/February16/The Spectator
In Austria on a German language
program during winter/spring of '86,
Supplee got picked by a professional
soccer team after only acouple ofdays
there. That opportunity got away
because,"Ispent tomuch timedrinking
thebarley," he said.
Now, with a B.A. in History,
Suppleebartends and waits tables seven-
days-a-week. "I'm happy to be out of
school... It's good to sit home and read
a smutty, slimy novel and not have to
take a test onit,"he said.
"Supplee is an excellent cook, pulls
his own weight
- and some, and is
always there as a friend when he's
needed," saidhis best friend for the past
nine years and present roommate,Rob
Waylan. "He's just a great guy -
completely."
A very personable and popular guy,
Supplee plans to return to S.U. in the
Fall to get a certificate to teach grade
schooloradegree inclassical literature.
He will be welcomed back by friends
and staff. Both his parents are alumni
of SU and his mother retired last year
after workinghere16 years.
dynasty" of '84, and then into a "lag
time" of threecoaches
- "even a bloody
Englishman," and then into the
beginningof a "new era" with present
coach Pete Fewing - "who loves his
job, his players and the school,"
Suppleesaid.
We were worried that we weren't
going to have a soccer team two years
ago," Supplee said. The baseball and
volley ball teams gotdropped. "Our last
good soccer year was in '84, when
Guichard
- the last All American to
come outof SU- played
Recruitment prospects have improved
and the amount of scholarships for
soccer has increased dramatically since
then - "from pennies to dollars," he
said. "It's the best thing the
administration has done inalong time,"
headded.
*
Supplee said that the most of the
collegiate guys comming ontothe team
areused tobeingon winning teams and
admits SU just hasn't been one. He
offers advice to the playersandrecruits





study in Austria, and he's a chef in his
ownright.
Pat Supplee was born in El Paso,
Texas,wherehis mother and father met,
and moved to Seattle in '67 when he
wasone.He'splayed thegameof soccer
since he was six and would still be
playing except that he's taking the
advice of SU's athletic adviser to "not
play in the netagain."
Supplee seriously injured his back in
'87 playing SU soccer and spent five
days in the hospital. "Soccer was the
motivation to get up off my butt," he
said.
Last year, while skiing,a lift chair
torelose from thecable and hurledhim
35 feet to the ground.His still being in
the chair when it hit the snow resulted
in eight months of physical
rehabilitation and his becomming the
teamchef for his last season here. "Ican
do anything exceptbake acake... Down
the road I'll probably start my own
restaurant,"he said.
Supplee, whograduated inDecember,
considers himself an elder statesman
after three yearsas goal tender for SU's
soccer team.He went through the "old
The guy is no typical soccer jock.
He's deciding on a classical literature
degreeor teaching certificate,he spenta
half-yearof intensive German language






Everything came together in grand
style for the Seattle University men's
basketball team as the Chieftains,
playing their best game of the year,
upset Lewis-Clark State College 77-75
lastFriday night.
The Chieftains came into the game
with a 5-5 district record facing the
number two teamin the league, withan
11-2 leaguerecord. The two teams met
earlier this season in Lewiston when
LCSC defeated theChieftains 75-56.
"It was the first time this year we
were patient," said SU guard, Gerald
Wright. Wright, and fellow guard Tim
Zylstra,controlled thepaceof thegame
and were the key to an efficient SU
offense that only turned the ball over
two times in the firsthalf. "People were
looking for each other, we played real
well together,"saidZylstra.
The return of SU center, Bobby
Hendrix proved to be a major factor in
the game.Hendrix, who has missed the
last 12 games with a stress fracture in
his leg, did not take long to get his
timing back.He led theChieftains with
22 points and pulled down nine
rebounds.Hendrix said hehas expected
the Chieftains toplay this well allyear.
"Wehave agood teamandgood talent,
we just haven't played together." He
added, "tonight we did the things we
worked on all season,hopefully this is
thepoint where wecan turn thecorner."
SU came out in the first half looking
like a playoff team. They moved the
ball wellplaying a solid defense. They
made an 11pointrun early in the first
half to grab an eight point lead. LCSC
pulled within five points of the
Chieftains at thehalf.




Eric Petersen takes a step to get the open shot.
North to Alaska, go north the rush is
on. .. they crossed the Yukon River
andfound the Bonanaa g01d...
From "North to Alaska" by
Johnny Horton.
The Seattle University Women's
basketball team struck itrich in Alaska
this week, despite shooting as cold as
thearctic air.
The Lady Chieftains picked up three
more wins and held on to the fourth
playoffspot inDistrictI.
Last Wednesday in their first gameon
the road, the Lady Chieftains overcame
poor shooting toedge Sheldon Jackson
79-77.
SU was ledby guard, Karen Bryant,
whopoured in 21points, yanked down
six rebounds,dished out twoassists and
blocked two shots. Following Bryant
were Katrina Baldwin and Andrea
Albenesius. Baldwin chipped in 16
points, Albenisius added 13 points and
ledall rebounders with13.
The Lady Chieftains then headed to
Anchorage for a two game series with
AlaskaPacific University.
SU'sshooting woes continued as they
turned in a 36 percent field goal
percentageand a 57 percent free throw
percentagein the first game.
The Lady Chieftains proved correct,
the oldadage,Thebest offense is agood
defense as they defeated Alaska Pacific
71-49. SU only turned the ball over 11
times,but forced AlaskaPacific into 34
turnovers.The Lady Chieftains had 22
steals toAlaskaPacific's nine.
Yvette Smith, always in the right
place at the right time, had 11 assists
and 10 steals. Michele Hacket led all
scorers with 27 pointsandalso pulledin
11rebounds.
AlaskaPacific followed the leadership
ofPooky Knowles and TeriRedmond,
each with11points.
The nextnight SU picked up their
third win of the road trip togohome on
a happynote.
Behind a 28 point, 10 rebound
performance by Hackett the Lady
Chieftains eased by Alaska Pacific a
second time.
Turnovers were again the big factor,
though not as much so as the night
before. Alaska Pacific turned the ball
over 34 times to SU's 11.
Bryant took theroleofdistributor this
night, dishing out 10 assists.
Albenisius turned in a powerful 14
reboundperformance.
"This season has been full of
obstacles, we have gone through more
thanIever imagined, but we're finally
pulling together," said Hackett. "Now
that weare holding on to aplayoff spot
we'rerealizing the chance is there."
At this point SU is fighting Central
Washington for the fourth spot in the
playoffbracket
"If wecan just make theplayoffsand
get one more chance,Ithink we can
show somepeople,"added Hackett






volleyball. She landeda job asassistant
men's and women's volleyball coach at
Concordia College inNew York. Along
with her coaching responsibilities,
Eaton worked in College Relations for
the school. She kept information
flowing to the students through
brochures andflyers.
Eaton's love for the game of
volleyball continued as she and some
friends started the Down State
Volleyball Club, a recreational league
for a variety of age groups. She also
coached a USVBA team for girls 15
years-old and younger, that traveled
around the east coast.
Lady Chiefs still
in playoff picture
Beforemoving toSeattle, Eaton wenti
back to WMU and took nine hours of
graduate work in SportsAdministration.
Following her arrival in Seattle she
started looking for work in a college
sports department and found the
administrative secretary job atSU.
Eaton still plays USVBA volleyball
in theSeattle area and willbe teachinga
volleyball class atSUin theFall.
Eaton has wanted to work in
recreation all her life and hopes to use




Seattle University has a new
Intramural coordinator,but she is nota
new face atConnollyCenter.
BronwynEaton, who for the last two
years has been the administrative
secretary for University Sports, is
replacing Gary Boyle who left to work
for the Tacoma Stars of the Major
IndoorSoccer League.
Eaton plans to put her strong
organizational skills to work in the new
job. "I would like to get our waiver
[legal release] system up to par," said
Eaton.Iwantto getiton line so we can
automatically know that a person is
covered" when they come to compete.
She is going to a workshop to pick up
some advice from other intramural
departmentsaround theNorthwest
Increased student involvement in
intramurals and the marketing of the
aerobic program are other toppriorities,
of Eaton's.
"I would like to see more offerings to
touch more students," she said. "We
needactivities for students who maynot
want to compete in teamsports." Eaton
and Kate Steele will be looking into
more outdoor activities. Eaton noted,
though, that there is a thin line between
the intramural department and the new
leisure education department.
Eaton's background shows a variety
of experiencesinandoutofrecreation.
She received her B.A. in Business
Administration from Western Michigan
University (WMU) in 1984. She
attended WMU on a scholarship as a
varsity swimmer and also played for a
United States Volleyball Association
(USVBA) team.
After graduationshe worked for Conde
NastPublications,apublisherofseveral
top magazines. Eaton worked as a
promotions assistant for Gentlemen's
Quarterly and thenasadirect marketing
assistant, sellingbooks through all the
magazines published by Conde Nast.
Eaton left thecompanybecause "Ididn't
like selling products Ididn't use
myself."
She had been playing in the Big
Apple VolleyballLeague for some time










An indoor soccer goalie dives for a save in intramural action tuesday.
wPHJE3 If you're 18 yrs. or olderbflj ft'l * with a friendly disposition,[BPVF^fI /f At/ffM/jf have a car and a desire toiF^MP^I iw"*n tf%A/' part ofa team that isIJgHJIT'■» « x/tTZy^JS-"- dedicated to great customer
rf^U/fJJi/v^J^**' service, you couldearn $6VJv* to $8per hourdriving for
America's largest pizza
delivery company. Call
THE NOID® CAN'T your nearestDomino'sPizza«
BEAT THE BEST. lsrore fOTro
° re'""f— '""■
NOW YOU CAN'T BEAT THE PRICE.
Discover how thebest just got alittle /^^ -"»*■better. Enjoy special savings from (W y^^ j^tK
Domino's Pizza® See whymore Jwm\people callDomino's Pizza* for pizza r^w^
delivery thanall therest combined. J&iiSr^js^
Capitol Hill 322-0094 JSEpik\
Madison Park 328-0102 /JnifRoanoke 323-2280 & W
Oil $2.00 Off ~][HH.ff^a^1 Any 16" Pizza j
Address .
jr.j r.Phone |
Must be filled out to be valid
Not validwith any otheroffer.One couponperpizza.
Good thru 2/21/89
■ Ourdrivencarryleuthin $20.00.Limited delivery areu.Reasonable handling fee foreach returned check perRCW i
I62A.3-104.Discount represents a $1.85reduction inthe basepricx of thepizza,plus a .15* reductionin sales lax.
|Sales tax may varydue tostore location._ SNSP.2.2Th-44+|
KOID%nd the NOlD«ch»r«cfc ranregurrcdtrademarksofDomino'" Pita,Inc.NO[D«dc»ign in aavmation*byWill VintonProductions,
Inc.01988Domino's Pizza,Inc.
m
\, The ASSU Page
APaid Advertisement
[ Mv Rho Chi
invites anyone who is interested
in spending an afternoon playing
games with kids fom the
Big Brothers Organization W!sk*
to meet in the lobby of Bellarmine
at 12:00 pm, Saturday, Feb. 18.
Contact Tom Potter at 296-6059 X.
for more information.
Any Seniors interested in working on
a the Senior Class Committee are
invited to attend the next meeting
Monday, February 27, at 7:30 in the
Student Union Building, room 208 |
The Senior Class """""""""""""""""
Committe is holding
a design contest. r=^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^.Design the best 111 T1 ,
T-shirt or Seattle University chapter of
sweatshirt and AIPha XaPPaPsi> in conjunction
win $25 with the All}ers School of Business,I . is sponsering a resume book that1 Pick up entry " wj||be sent QUt tQ Seattte businesses
forms at the C.A.C. interested MBA's, graduating seniors,
Deadline :Tues., and a|umnj of the A|bers Schoo|of
Marc Business should submit a one page— ■ resume to the ASB graduate desk
by February 17. No late resumes
,^4 will be accepted. For more information,«$i call 296-5783
From 'WashPlßG' page6
SU organizers, said the waivable fee
shouldnotbeconsidereddead,but added,
"we're approaching the funding of it a
littledifferently."
He said the group's leaders will work
with the administration in hopes of
finding asolution. "Our next step is to
talk withDr. Stringer^'McDonald said.
Stringer, vicepresident for student life,
recently came out against the funding
proposal, which involves billing
students $3 per quarter unless they




the plan's chances in the ASSU. "It
probably wouldn't survive the vote," he
said.
|Senior retreat! An opportunity for
J students toget together fora weekend of" funand reflection,and to prepare for the
i transition of leaving SU.February 24-
{ 26. Open to all students graduating
jbefore Spring of 1990. Applications are
{ available at Campus Assistance or" Campus Ministry, and you must sign!up by February 21. Cost is $25;
S scholarships areavailable.
J Pre-Health Club meeting. Wednesday,
J February22 at noon in Garrand 117. A" representative from Kaplan will give a




J Celebrate Black History Month! A
} presentation of the African American" Woman will be performed by four
iartists with narrations and interludes of"
music. Tuesday, February 21, from 12
|to 1 p.m. in the Engineering" Auditorium.
{ Seattle University Sports will show a
J film called "Cocaine Blues" as partof
J their "It's Your Choice" series.■ Wednesday, February 22, at noon in
■Pigott 305.
{ "Why Spy? Intelligence and Covert
!Action in a Democracy." Wednesday," February 22, at noon in the Wyckoff" Auditorium of the Engineering
!Building. Speakers include Richard
J Young, Ph.D., of the political science





Photo Exhibit! The Demonstration'
Project for Asian Americans will be onJcampus from Monday, February 20,j
through Saturday,February 25, in thei
Library Auditorium. The exhibit is of!
"Filipino Women in America." DorothyS
Cordova, an SU graduate, will bej
available on Monday, February 20 at}
noon to formally open the exhibit. AJ
reception will follow.
i
Health and Human Resources Career}
Fair! Wednesday,February 22, 6:30 to{
8:30 p.m. in the Casey Building. All"
students interested in careers or majorsj
in thehealth profession, social sciences,!
pre-med, criminal justice or arts andi
sciences, can come meet people from|
thosedepartments.
SeattleUniversity Surplus is openevery "
Wednesday from 3 to 3:30 p.m. in the
basement of the Madison Building.
Desks, chairs and miscellaneous office
furniture are available for use around
campus.
Graduate School Open House.
Wednesday,February 21, from 4:30 to
7:30p.m. in theLemieux Library foyer.
Representatives from each of the 16
graduate degreeprograms at SUwill be
available to answer questions.Programs
include the nation's first master's
program in software engineering, the
largest accredited MBA program in the
state, education,public administration,
rehabilitation, school psychology and
ministries.
m
Young Adults Chapterof theEvergreen \
Stroke Association meets on Saturday, JFebruary 18, at the Lynn Nursing j
Building. The featured speaker will be i
Lance Ray,M.D. Vascular Surgeon.
"The Religious Dimensions ofAIDS." |
The Theology Department, CORPUS j
and SUMORE programs, and Campus i
Ministry invite you to a (
breakfast/lecture session. Wednesday, {
March 1 at 7:30 a.m. in the Casey |
Commons. The lecture is free, the Jcontinental breakfast is $4. Dr. Gary i
Chamberlain, associate professor of \
Theology and Religious Studies, will|
speak. Space is limited, so sign up by|




focusing on regarding this issue is fruit
and produce on grocery stores.
WashPIRG has stated an intent to end
theuseof many pesticides.
Other opportunities for the group
include events such as "Lobby Day," in
which students take aday off of school
and visit legislators in Olympia. This
year's participants expressed
enthusiasm. "It showed me thatpeople
there are responsive and willing to talk
to me and hear issues which are
presented,"said studentPiperCowan.
WashPIRG organizers stress one of
their main goals is to provide a means
for students todirectly address issues of
personal concern. The group meets
every Wednesday at noon in the
basement of the Chieftain. All students
are invited toattend.
In other WashPIRG developments,
about 35 students and organizers
gathered in the Upper Chieftain Jan. 25
to discuss the group's goals and
expectations.
Wendy Wendlandt, from the Capitol
Hill branch of WashPIRG, spoke about
issues an SU chapter could address.
"Concern over toxic wastes" headedher
list, with recycling on campus next on
the agenda.
Another big issue WashPIRG plans
to attack statewide is the use of
pesticides on fruits and vegetables,She
said. The health hazards which may
result from use of these toxins are
largely unknown, according to the
group's literature,but certain types of
cancer have been linked to many






Pizza piefor $8.50 right toyour door.
Or try ourhefty calzones,hotheros
orsalads togo-minimumdelivery
orderis8 bucks. Such adeal! We're
openfor lunch toosostop by.
FREE DELIVERY








Limit onecouponper partyper visit




We're Hot! Wre Now! We're The
Masters ofStyle For \bur Hair. .
WE WANT TO TAKE A LITTLEOFF THE TOP...
Show us your current ASB card — anytime — and we'll
take $2.00off aShampoo Precision Haircut and Blow
DryStyling. (Reg. $12.00 —Just $10.00 with ASB card.)
CAPITAL HILL DOWNTOWN
216 BROADWAY EAST 1631 6THAYE
328-5412 624-9935
CLASSIFIEDS
$1250 WEEKLY HOME MAILING
PROGRAMNGUARANTEED
EARNINGS.
Start immediately. Free Details.
Rush self-addressed stamped
envelope to: 403 Buttercup Creek
S-4, Cedar Park, TX 78613
*DOG SITTING* Flexible hrs. close
to campus-within walking distance
$4 per hour P/T mostly afternoons
For interview and more info please
call Claire Elliott 623-0459.
Students earn great money by
telemarketing Seattle's Finest
Dining Program $5/ hr + comm.
Afternoon shifts and flexible days.
Contract John Barman 282-8542.
EARN MONEY AT HOME!
Assemble Jewelry, Toys,
Electronics, others. FT & PT work
available. Call (refundable) 1-518-
459-3734. Ext. S7072AC 24 hrs.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Set your own hours!
Good Earnings first year.
Part or Full Time.
Men, womenor couples.
Opportunity to build future security.
Inquire (no obligations)
Mr.Brennan (206) 364-0137
ADOPTION: Thinking of an
adoption plan? Loving dad and stay
at home mom wouldbe honored to
share our love withyour Caucasian
baby. Let us help you at this
difficult time. Expenses paid. Call
Michelecollect.(206) 271-7378.
NUTRITION STUDY: FEMALE
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED. If you
are age T8-35, a non-smoker,_npj
using oral contraceptives or iron
supplements, and currently eating
red meat most days of the week or
fish at least four times a week,
please apply! Benefits: $10.00,
nutrition analysis of diet, and
results from blood draw. Time 1
1/2 hrs. Contact Susan, Meat-Fish
Study,Uof W 543-0691.
YMCA CAMP ORKILA is
currently hiring summer staff.
Representives will be conducting
interviews at Career Development
Center Tuesday morning, Feb. 21.
Contact the Center to schedule an
appointment.
Houseminders Housesitting,Inc.
Serving the needs of independent
housesitters, with Information,
Resources & Member Services.
We're in business to help you find
the housesitting jobs you want.Call
Us at 323-1148.
